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Thailand
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Introduction
This report captures an overview of demand from students in Thailand, and an
examination of the destinations they are headed to, the subjects they are studying,
level of study and other trends and insights. The data in this report is informed by the
Hotcourses Insights Tool which tracks searches across the global Hotcourses websites,
to which there were over 23,000,000 users through 2015.
The data for this report is drawn from the time period 1 January 2015 – 29 February
2016 (14 months).
During the 14 months that covers this report there were just over 940,000 prospective
students looking at studying overseas from Thailand.

Executive summary
•

Thailand is a crucial market to engage with for universities looking to diversify
their recruitment – particularly beyond China and India – gaining increasing
international attention

•

Over 940,000 prospective students from Thailand researching international study
between January 2015 and February 2016.

•

Thailand has broken into the UK’s top 10 for countries sending international students

•

Now the 5th most popular country for sending students to Australia with over
25,000 in 2014

•

Thai students significantly more likely to be searching for Business and
Management (27.9% of searches) compared to a global average of 16%.

PREVIOUS REPORTS
If you are interested in other reports in the Hotcourses Insights series, previous themes
explored include:
‘2015 A Year in Data: International student destinations – diversification markets’
‘Malaysia Destination Country Report’ (January 2015 – January 2016)

The data from this report is informed by the prospective students using www.hotcourses.in.th
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Context
In an increasingly competitive international environment, universities are actively
seeking to diversify their portfolio of international recruitment. The United Kingdom has
seen a significant decline in enrolments from India (there was a 10% drop for students
starting in 2014-15 compared to the previous year – from 11,270 to 10,125).
In this context, universities across the globe are identifying new countries that they
can strengthen or begin building ties with to develop a pipeline of new applicants, and
Thailand the size of its young population is being looked at intently.
Over the last few years, there has been a steady increase in Thai students travelling
overseas. In the UK, we have seen Thailand break into the top 10 as one of the key nonEU countries sending international students (replacing Canada):

TOP TEN NON-EU SENDING COUNTRIES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TO THE UK
COUNTRY

2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

1) China (PRC)

89,540

87,895

83,790

2) India

18,320

19,750

22,385

3) Nigeria

17,920

18,020

17,395

4) Malaysia

17,060

16,635

15,015

5) United States of America

16,865

16,485

16,235

6) Hong Kong

16,215

14,725

13,065

7) Saudi Arabia

8,595

9,060

9,440

8) Singapore

7,295

6,790

6,020

9) Thailand

6,240

6,340

6,180

10) Pakistan

7,295

6,665

7,185

(Special Administrative Region)

(Source: Higher Education Statistics Agency)

Indeed, in a study conducted by Universities UK, ‘International Students in Higher
Education: The UK and Its Competition’, we can see from the figure below that Thailand
was amongst the middling performing countries in terms of trend of seeing increased or
decreased applications to UK universities during a study conducted in 2014-15:
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In Australia, Thai students are the 5th most prominent country for sending
international students.
COUNTRY		

2013-14

1) China (PRC)		

152,898

2) India		

63,096

3) Vietnam		

30,121

4) Korea, Republic of (South)		

28,016

5) Thailand		

25,642

6) Brazil		

22,267

7) Malaysia		

22,071

8) Nepal		

18,180

9) Indonesia		

17,925

10) Pakistan		

14,733

11) Other nationalities		

194,911

12) Total		

589,860

(Source: Australia Government, Department for Education, enrolment data for the 12 months to December 2014)
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Over the last few years, there have been a number of ongoing initiatives to
help support and promote overseas mobility from Thailand. Notably, the Thai
International Education Consultants’ Association (TIECA) signed an agreement with
the 5 prominent native English-speaking destinations; United Kingdom, Australia,
New Zealand, Canada and the United States.
The Thailand Government also offer a number of scholarships to students to help
encourage overseas students, and within that there are a number of notable tie ups
with specific countries and universities.

Whereabouts in Thailand are the
searches being made from?
Perhaps unsurprisingly the bulk of searches from students in Thailand is coming from
Bangkok, with just over 60% of the searches undertaken.
The next most popular regions were Chiang Mai (4.8%) and Chon Buri (3.3%) of the
national share.

Top 15 regions in Thailand where students for international study were made
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Where are they looking?
During the 14 months of this report (January 2015 – February 2016), the most popular
destination for students in Thailand who are looking overseas is the United Kingdom
(33.8%), followed by the United States (21.7%) and Australia (18.1%).

STUDY DESTINATIONS

However in order to understand some trends over time, I have separated out the
students looking between November 2014 and June 2015, with the period from July
2015 to February 2016.
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NOVEMBER 2014 – JUNE 2015 (8 MONTHS)

JULY 2015 – FEBRUARY 2016 (8 MONTHS)

Change in demand from Thailand from November 2014 – June 2015, compared to July
2015 – February 2016 (selection of 10 destination countries)
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COUNTRY		

PERCENTAGE

United Kingdom		

-1.6%

United States		

+0.6

Australia		

-0.7%

Singapore		

+0.8%

Malaysia		

-0.3%

Netherlands		

+0.4%

Sweden		

+0.4%

Hong Kong		

+0.3%

Ireland		 -0.3%

It is interesting that across these two 8-month time periods, whilst the UK remains the
most searched for destination for students from Thailand, it has seen a small decline
in its share (from 34.7% to 33.1%). Whilst there have been increases in those looking to
study in the United States and Singapore.
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What level of study are Thai students
looking at?
Overall for students from Thailand looking to study overseas, around two-thirds
(66.7%) were seeking to undertake postgraduate level study. Around 30% was for
undergraduate level courses.
However there are some interesting differences by country. For Thai students looking at the
UK, they are much more likely to be interested in postgraduate level study, as high as 74%

OVERALL

UK

9

AUSTRALIA

USA

It is quite striking that there is a marked difference between the level of study that
students from Thailand are considering when looking at courses overseas. When
looking at the UK, Thai students are overwhelmingly likely to be researching a
postgraduate course (73.6%), whereas in Australia the split between postgraduate
and undergraduate study is 62.1%/31.9%. Given that interest in the UK is largely at
postgraduate level, it stands to reason for what is likely to be a more expensive course
coupled with higher travel costs to the UK it is more feasible to undertake this for what is
likely to be a shorter course (perhaps just 1 year) at postgraduate level.
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What subjects are they interested in?
Overall, prospective international students from Thailand are most likely to be searching
for Business and Management (27.9%), followed by Health and Medicine (9.7%) and
then Engineering (9.6%).
However the global average on the Hotcourses website when prospective international
students are searching overseas, the most searched for subjects are Health and
Medicine (18%), Business and Management (16%), Engineering (13.4%), Applied and Pure
Sciences (8.4%) and Creative Arts and Design (8%).
Thai students are therefore much more likely to be searching for Business and
Management (27.9%), compared to a global average of 16%.

OVERALL – THAI STUDENTS

POSTGRADUATE LEVEL
Given the fact that just over two thirds of searches from prospective students are at
postgraduate level, the chart below gives the subjects that are being searched at
postgraduate level only. Whilst the rank order of subjects remains similar, there is an
increase in the proportion of searches in Business and Management which rises to 35%.

There are some interesting variances when segmenting Thai students by the countries
that they are looking at.
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THAI STUDENTS SEARCHING FOR THE UK
Whilst around one third of prospective students from Thailand at the UK are looking at
Business and Management (33.3%), which is marginally ahead the global average (27.9%).
Thai students are more likely to be considering Health and Medicine or Creative Arts when
they are looking at the UK compared to any other country.

THAI STUDENTS SEARCHING FOR THE USA
Whilst the top 2 subject areas are the same as those students searching for the UK, there
are some differences, including greater prominence for Engineering when students are
looking at the United States compared to other countries such as the UK and Australia.
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Breakdown of key subject areas
To gain a further insight into the breakdown of each of the major discipline areas, here is a
breakdown of the more specific subjects within each wider subject area.

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
(Undergraduate, postgraduate and vocational)

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT - Undergraduate
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BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT – Postgraduate

HEALTH AND MEDICINE
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ENGINEERING

CREATIVE ARTS AND DESIGN

For further information on other subject areas, or further data on trends relating to
prospective Thai students, please contact us directly.

Get more Insights
This is the first in a series of reports on diversification markets, if you would like to
suggest a specific country for an upcoming report please contact us directly.
For further information on Hotcourses Insights, or to receive a bespoke report for your
institution or a particular country please contact us at insights@hotcourses.com
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